Battery packs with flexible connection have drawn growing attention currently as an efficient dynamically reconfigured design solving drawbacks emerged in battery management and cell balancing, enhancing circuit real time reliability and fault tolerance ability. Studies among cell reconfigurable topologies and simulations are carried out in order to reveal the regulations of related topology formation, with existing and proposed topology schemes analyzed for circuit optimization and SOC equalization. A maximum decline of 25% in the number of electronic switches utilization for the same quantity of the batteries is found possible for topologies generated from the proposed method.
Introduction
With respect to various kinds of batteries, lithium batteries are widely used and studied for their prevailing energy density, appropriate prices, and long efficient life spans. The voltage of a single battery is relatively low in practice, but the voltage used to drive or to supply other kinds of heavy load is higher, hence a number of batteries connected in appropriate ways to make up a battery pack, reaching a certain voltage amplitude required to use, which is also true for the current and power demands [2] . At the same time, in a battery pack it is inevitable that there are batteries with different parameters, such as SOC and terminal voltages, and electro-chemical characteristics from each other, caused by differences in the manufacturing process, the location parameter of the battery pack, the selfdischarge rate of the battery, and the DOD influenced by the environmental factors when batteries are operated, which accelerates the aging process of the battery pack, reduces the actual usable capacity and energy utilization ratio, and makes it difficult to carry out the recognition of the SOC of the pack [3] .
Therefore, it can be found out that, compared to the conductor and passive device directly connected to the battery circuits as a modification, it appears to use the different characteristics of each battery more efficiently, by connecting batteries together using power electronic devices, rather than considering consuming the redundant energy on the auxiliary components, in that high energy utilization, promising strategies of SOC equalization, and minimal additional cost are remarkably pursued currently. What's more, it is no longer possible for the whole pack to break down when an individual damage or malfunction occurs, as the weak cells in the pack lead to potential safety issues. Last but not least, for the reutilization of battery packs in the laboratory, it would not need to be done that the whole pack is torn up for a new circuit, but it's capable to solve this problem by finding another circuit topology of better extensibility and fault tolerance as a solution, the management of which can be further improved with minimal cost [2] . Battery packs with reconfigurable topologies have drawn growing attention currently as an efficient dynamically reconfigured design solving drawbacks emerged in battery management and cell balancing, enhancing circuit real time reliability and fault tolerance ability. In this paper, the batteries in flexible connection using various kinds of power electronic devices and their topological structure formation regulations are put forward and analyzed theoretically, followed by model simulations and discussions.
Theoretical analysis of circuit constructing
as well as in theoretical analysis related to circuit topologies. There are two basic ideas to form a flexible connection circuit. The first one is to diversify battery pack circuits in existence, by adding power electronic switches and passive opponents so that the equalization of the battery SOC and voltages are realized. Nevertheless, no matter how beneficial the reformation is to the circuit parameters and the capacity usage ratio of the batteries, it doesn't work effectively when it comes to the fundamental requirements of single emergency or malfunction, on account of batteries being connected by conductors directly from each other, which is preferably and feasibly figured out by constructing a topology of reconfigurable battery pack with high flexibility. As a most typical example of which, the full-bridge cascaded main topology gets repeatedly analyzed and improved in variable ways, for it shows little complexity to be controlled uniformly and expanded, whilst the utilization of an immense quantity of power electronic switches brings consequent issues to us to improve, like efficiency reduction of the circuit and a large scale of circuit driving and controlling, which is also discussed to be improved in the following parts.
In [5] , for purpose of figuring out the optimal topology of reconfiguration and using energy efficiently, adaptive algorithm and directed graph abstracted from the original topology are applied to transform the aim to a conventional routing project, in which potential paths composing of vertex(terminals and cells) and edges (conductors and switches) could be identified in exhaustion to find feasible path subsets that meets the requirement. Improvements could be made with respect to the defects brought up in [4] , that proposed method is efficiently aimed at one load occasions exclusively and when it comes to multiple loads, inspired ideas demand subsequently developed correspondingly. And the polarity of the batteries, which is one of the most important circuit properties to consider, is so ignored in the procedure of abstraction that severe discrepancy in circuit model realization may take place as the example followed by. Fig. 1 is the actual circuit model which cannot realize the ideal path illustrated workable in the right, like cell 1 and cell 3 linked in parallel then in series with cell 2, so that as an improvement, a novel method of analyzing the main branch of the circuit is put forward here, to reveal the regulations of the basic formation of the circuit topologies with a large quantity of reconfigurable possibilities. To make the model with high accuracy and conciseness, improved graphical elements are still abstracted, and inspired from cascaded multilevel converter topologies for structural analysis [2] .
To put it a fairly general way to express the graph of the topology, nodes are used to represent any point with the same voltage level in the topology by hollow circles, and branches are used to represent any single device in the topology by segments, particularly directed line segments for battery cells with little voltage difference. Taking polarity of batteries into consideration, the direction of the arrow can represent the direction of voltage when the pack is discharged, while it can represent the direction of the current when the pack is charged, which is the modification highlighted.
Any single cell in the pack can be bypassed independently to avoid whole pack stopping working under a certain circumstances like battery failure and functional circuit maintenance, thus existence of the bypassing branches, switches in parallel in the corresponding circuit.
Fig. 2 Battery cells and switches in abstraction, a half-
bridge section as an example It must be pointed out that when a bypassing operation is carried out, battery cells is supposed to be protected from short-circuit, so that there is bound to be branches to prevent short circuit, switches in series in the corresponding circuit, also for the separation of the battery cells.
To be more specific on the exploration of the regulations of flexible connection main branch topology construction, a few basic statements are hereby put forward as requirements and objectives, which is claimed to become the assessment criteria of the circuit constructed specifically. To ensure scalability and faulttolerance, batteries are supposed to be independently operated from each other, when linked and bypassed to the DC bus. For reliability enhancement, short circuit potentials are taken into consideration, which must be avoided for circuit safety [1] . As for the costeffectiveness, utilizations of electronic switches require the least quantity, hence reducing energy loss and economic consumption on the switches. Technically, electronic switches in the circuit are bound to be chosen bidirectional including their snubber circuits, and responsive to real-time control signals, satisfying both charging and discharging conditions in the following contents if not specially instructed.
From what was abovementioned, fundamental inferences can be attained as follows, first of which is that any one of the batteries in the main branch can never make two adjacent cells directly linked by conductor wires to both of its terminals at the same time, concerning independent bypassing and short circuit avoiding, which could be revealed by Fig. 3 ; and the other is that the same quantity of switches as that of batteries is needed at least to realize bypassing each single cell independently.
As to the relevant requirements of the technique of flexible connection, it is obvious that the inference takes the highest priority to be considered when constructing a main branch, in that under little circumstances can any individual problem bring about negative influence to other sections of the circuit directly. Thus, the basic topology circuit should be considered to obtain main branches of series-connected battery cells and electronic switches, added with the bypassing branches to form the entire circuit and established with appropriate controlling strategy and methods of equalization to work steadily, which is called "main branch evolving" in this paper, also to mitigate the impact from the cost and low reliability caused by a large number of additional electronic components. 
Main branch evolving
As the first example of the first part, the abovementioned section is connected in series to form the main branch of the circuit shown in Fig. 4 . In fact, it is a dc bus of a typical half-bridge cascaded multilevel converter with an omitted H-bridge linked to its ends through an inverter (to change the current direction for necessary working conditions), which is all the same to the following figures. Another two examples of existing qualified topologies of flexible connected circuits are abstracted into models as follows in [6] and [7] . Two of existing qualified dc bus topologies of battery flexible connection Compared with the former, when the number of batteries to be controlled is absolute equal, the existing circuit shown firstly may demand more control complexity and economic cost on redundant electronic switches to produce an identical number of output voltage level potential, which is regarded as common occurrence to be prevented among lots of congeneric topologies in the process of new topology constructing. Similarly, the other circuit topology and other congeneric topologies arouse our thinking of the effective utilization of the switches in parallel when considering independent bypassing among battery cells, rather than sacrificing the batteries in the fault side all together for the proper functioning of the main circuit, which goes against the primary objective after all.
To sum up the formation of the first part experientially, as the number of output voltage level is the only target taken into consideration, topologies could usually be acquired from evolving the branch with cells and switches linked in turn. Nevertheless, the examples indicate that in most cases the quality of the main branch is determined by effective locating bypassing branches. The reversal is true for the cathode of cell 2 because of the mirror symmetry of the circuit, so that the qualified circuits are found out limited in quantity.
The common point of circuit construction attained from the graph above and the inference is that, if there are battery cells with the number of n (not less than 2), there are electronic switches with the number of n-1 at least to form an effective main branch as the switches in series, and bypassing conditions require the same quantity of the switches in parallel at least. As a result, qualified topologies can always be obtained by adding the switches in parallel effectively, for instance the main branch topology shown below, in which any single cell can be easily bypassed from the circuit when malfunction occurs, and obtaining scalability is not hard to achieve by connecting the cathode of a battery to the anode of a next but one battery in this main branch, which differs from the converter topology proposed in [8] , also the one in [11] without much difference in the graph topology. [8] and [11] with similar abstracted graph models, only a little difference in practical circuit figure and detailed model direction representations of cells. But it is evident that any three of the continuous battery cells in the main branch cannot be bypassed simultaneously, otherwise the middle one of them could suffer a short circuit owning to three neighboring switches on, which arouses further consideration of various factors of optimizing topology construction.
With the complexity of the control strategy of the electronic switches and economic cost of the whole topology taken into consideration, great significance is attached to the reduction of the quantity of the components. Cutting down the quantity of electronic switches in the topology, with the number of not more than 2n-1 to form a new feasible alternative, is on the basis of the fact that it is practically unusual for the adjacent battery cells to break down at the same time in an actual battery pack. To develop a more ideal topology, if an elementary section is composed of two batteries instead of one, the number of the switches in the bus can be reduced. To put it another way, there are two battery cells to make a flexible connection section, so one switch in series is needed for separation, and two switches in parallel for bypassing at least, which makes up a section for the circuit construction.
Even though it is inevitable that the adjacent battery cells in the topology could not be bypassed at the same time, the drawback might be made up by the abovementioned fact that hardly can the adjacent two cells be bypassed simultaneously accidentally in practical use. So chances are that, there are many cases in which more than one battery cell shall make up a section to be cascaded-expanded, but the switches in these section quite possibly outnumbers that in the section mentioned above and the same is true for sections with not less than three cells that meet the fundamental requirements, in that 3/2 is chosen the least fraction among (2n-1)/n with n not less than 2. It can be recognized that, to construct a main branch, the section with two cells and three switches provides us with the least number of electronic switches to realize the objective using cascaded connection by far.
Enlightened by the sectional development in the main branch evolving, the discussion about the potential coupled batteries could be aroused with an inspiring beginning that the potential existing coupled batteries in the main branch can serve as a substitution for the continuous two battery cells placed in the adjacent sections connected with conductor wires. 
Simulation results and discussion
Simulink based simulation models have been established to observe the output waveforms of the topologies. Required dc outputs are attained by accumulation of corresponding number of cells linked to or bypassed from the dc bus with appropriate equalization strategy selections, which mainly covers the fundamental target of the functions of the circuit. As for producing a sinusoidal voltage output, the circuits are applied with the method that voltage level outputs are cascaded to form a stair shape waveform by PWM based switching which hereby referred to and adopted in the models is the carrier-cascaded PWM [10] . Exclusively, a half-bridge converter is permitted to work during switching period, with the others remaining unchanged, thus reducing the extra switching loss. On the occasion that the converter is engaged in feeding loads, or supplying power to the grid, the battery with higher terminal voltage or SOC, which can be figured out in the scope within the models, is preferentially taken into forming the DC bus voltage and vice versa. By modifying carrier-cascaded PWM method, voltage/SOC balancing of the battery cells is realized and the position of the cells in the carrier wave is determined by their voltage/SOC obtained by the scope in the model and tracking modules of BMS in actual operation. In the charging/discharging process, cells with higher voltage are placed at the bottom/top layer of the carrier wave for they make it more/less for the energy to be exchanged. When the number of the cells to be flexible connected is large enough to make the switches in the half-bridge converter just under on-state or off-state, the stair shape voltage is bound to be very approaching to the sinusoidal wave with base frequency ideally. Hence the focus point is turned into forming the effectively integrated voltage levels to satisfy each layers of the stair shape waveform and enhancing the quality of the waveform, which determines the practical utilization value of the topologies. Fig. 10 Waveforms of stair-shape sinusoidal output of base frequency modulation, and FFT analysis results by which the capability is evaluated (fc=2000Hz).
Fig. 11
Waveforms of SPWM and FFT results of SPWM (fc=2000Hz). Note that as for the circuit proposed in Fig. 9 and other circuit , producing the stair shape waveform with the same quality as the half-bridge cascaded circuit above expects further transformation of the topology, on account of the fact that it is unavoidable at some point of the whole ac period that less than half of the total cells might be linked to the DC bus, but the main circuit of the proposed topology is incapable of generating the required voltage level owning to the practical limitations that cells in the same section cannot be bypassed simultaneously to refrain from short circuit (e.g. when 3 of a total of 4 cells in this circuit need to be bypassed).
Definitely, modifications to the issue have been made to the main branch, by adding reduced voltage level auxiliary branches in parallel, thus producing the expected waveform divided into parts. In brief, since half of the whole batteries at least is supposed be linked to the DC bus, each main branch of this circuit can produce half of the maximum voltage stairs theoretically, with the rest of the waveform filled up by additional reduced order voltage level branches. half-bridge cascaded and order reducing in parallel. Taking the topology with 4 cells as an example, the first branch realizes two of the higher voltage stairs, and the second branch provides the other lower voltage stairs of the waveform. Therefore, when a large number of the cells are applied with the topology, the main branches are used to produce corresponding feasible voltage level stairs depending on the cells contained respectively, and linked to dc bus in parallel to form ac semi period if necessary, with the branches of the least available integer n (ceiling log based 2 of the total).
For the same output result, not only can quantity of the switch utilization affect, but that of the battery cells also counts. In other words, pursuing combination of the optimizing factors may render us with improved topology. As a result, a 25% decline in the quantity of the electronic switches compared to the former topologies is attained when the same number of cells are supposed to be flexible connected.
Conclusion
In this paper, a general formation regulation of battery flexible connection is presented taking the advantage of the graph theory and circuit knowledge, as well as a certain existing techniques and applications introduced.
With so-called "qualified" topologies defined, the circuits satisfying the basic requirements are separately discussed in two parts-adding switches in parallel to a main branch with cells and switches repeatedly connected to form qualified circuits, and generating circuit topology with some two cells directly connected in the main branch under the specific circumstance that no adjacent two cells are bypassed at the same timeto get explored in exhaustion as their quantity is limited, from which a maximum of relatively 25% decline in the quantity of switch utilization is realized in the proposed topology on practical occasions.
Comprehensive comparisons and extended works are carried out both theoretically and using simulation tools, and there are many cases in which the exploration of the utilization of flexible connection is expecting more attention and further exploration, since the application as backup power, energy storage system in the grid and EVs, and so on shows promising outcomes in current researching.
